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In recent years, it has become clear that there is a rich SM and BSM physics program 
that remains to be explored in the far forward region.

The proposal: create a Forward Physics Facility for the HL-LHC to house a suite of 
experiments that will greatly enhance the LHC’s physics potential for neutrinos, LLP 

searches, QCD, dark matter and dark sectors, and cosmic ray physics.

Two promising locations: caverns UJ12 and UJ18, each ~500 m from ATLAS and 
shielded from the ATLAS IP by ~100 m of rock, creating extremely quiet environments.

The Forward Physics Facility



The Forward Physics Facility

Example: Neutrinos
 

No neutrino has ever been detected at the LHC.
But there is a huge flux of TeV neutrinos in the far 
forward direction. De Rujula et al. (1980s)

In 2018, the FASER collaboration placed ~30 kg pilot 
emulsion detectors in the far forward region for a few 
weeks (inserted and removed in TSs).
Expect ~10 neutrino interactions. Several neutral 
vertices have been identified, likely to be neutrinos. 
Analysis ongoing.
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Civil Engineering

A first design/feasibility study was performed. Widening of TI12 is one option.

A new shaft/experimental area will be considered. Next Steps
- Choose option(s) to progress
- Further discussions with 
  integration, CERN coordination,
   Transport, etc
- Produce full concept design 
- Confirm outline feasibility
- Schedule / Cost estimate



Environment and Services

In preparation for FASER, particle fluxes and 
radiation were studied in TI12/TI18 with simulations 

and measurements

TI12 /TI18 are ideal to place experiments – and the 
FPF in UJ12 / UJ18 would likely be similar

The installation of common services for the FPF 
would be a big advantage for preparing the 

experiments



BSM Physics 



Long-Lived Particles @ FPF

FASER 2 would be sensitive to a 
large range of LLP models. Its 

sensitivity mostly complements or 
matches other proposed LHC and 

fixed target experiments 

Example FASER 2 layout in FPF



Long-Lived Particles @ FPF

RPV Neutralino Hidden Photons U(1)T3R Bosons A’ from dark Higgs

HNL & v masses2HDMs HNLs + dim6 operators HNLs + A’

Many non-minimal LLP models can be probed as well.

DM freeze in

Inflation



Physics with neutrino detectors @ FPF

FASERnu

SND@LHC

2 collaborations 
propose experiments 

LHC provides high
energy neutrino beam



Physics with neutrino detectors @ FPF

 neutrino oscillations neutral currents & NSI

broad spectrum of possible neutrino physics probed 

SM measurements



Millicharged Particles & MilliQan/FORMOSA

more physics potential:



and even more physics opportunities

Krzysztof 
Jodlowski

 secondary 
particle production

Brian Batell
 Dark Matter Scattering @ FPF

Sebastian Trojanowski
 FASERv as muon beam dump



PDFs and MC Generators @ FPF

Neutrino experiments @ FPF will test QCD in novel kinematic 
regimes where little or no experimental measurements exist

We don’t know which QCD 
formalism(s) are appropriate in 

these regimes

FPF test transition to small-x factorization, 
higher-twist enhancements in charm production, 
DIS on heavy nuclei, strange sea PDFs

“forward physics is extensively modelled,
 but little tested” 

in absence of (quantitative) 1st principles: need data



Cosmic Rays and Neutrinos @ FPF

prompt atmospheric neutrinos 

In order for IceCube to make precise measurements 
of the cosmic neutrino flux, we need accelerator 
measurements of high energy and large rapidity 

charm production. 

neutrinos from charm decay @ FPF

Muon puzzle: CR mass measurements from muon 
data incompatible with other mass measurements.

New input from LHC crucial to reproduce EAS data 
consistently: too large uncertainties in model for 

forward spectra and light ion interactions.

muon charge ratios, neutrino flavor ratios, 
different energy spectra @ FPF



Summary

We would like to thank all speakers for the 
very interesting presentation.

The FPF opens up many new opportunities for neutrino physics, long 
lived particle searches, milli-charged particle searches, PDFs and 
QCD, dark matter and dark sectors, and cosmic rays and cosmic 

neutrinos, significantly extending the LHC’s physics program.

The work discussed in this (and the following) meetings will 
contribute to a whitepaper for the Snowmass 2021 community study 

and the FPF proposal.

We would like to invite the LLP@LHC community to help 
us explore the physics potential of this program.


